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Energy and Environment, Earth
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–
–
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–
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Nat. Center for Electron Microscopy
Nat. Energy Research Super Computer Center
Joint Genome Institute
Molecular Foundry
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Introduction
• Major historical collections of sound recordings exist
which are degraded, damaged or considered at risk.
• Archives seek new technologies which can stabilize,
preserve, and create access to these collections.
– National Recording Preservation Act of 2000 "A bill
to…maintain and preserve sound recordings and
collections of sound recordings that are culturally,
historically, or aesthetically significant…, " (Public Law
106-474; H.R.4846).

• At Berkeley Lab we study optical methods to recover
sound recordings without contact to the media.
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History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1859 Leon Scott: Phonoautograph paper recorder
1877 Thomas Edison invents sound reproduction
on tin foil Phonograph
1885 Bell and Tainter introduce wax cylinder
1887 Emile Berliner invents disc Gramophone
1925 Western Electric Orthophonic (electrical) system
end of the “Acoustic Era”
1929 Edison production ends, lacquer transcription disc
introduced
1947 Magnetic tape in production use, Ampex 200A
1948 33 1/3 rpm LP introduced
1958 Stereophonic LP on sale, uses 45/45 system
1963 Cassette magnetic tapes
1982 Compact Disc (CD)
end of the “Analog Era”
2001 Apple IPOD
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Mechanical Recording Principles
Cylinder: groove
varies in depth
(Vertical Cut)

Disc: groove moves from
side to side (Lateral Cut)

4.000

Ø2.1875

0.01 - 0.005 inch

groove spirals around
cylinder, 100-200
tracks per inch
Vertical cut
recording, surface
varies locally.
~< 20 microns

Audio is encoded in micron scale features
which are >100 meters long
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Diverse media
Shellac disc (“78”): main commercial
media before vinyl (1950’s), scratches,
wear, breakage

Lacquer, Al disc: instantaneous records
pre-tape (~1948) exudation, flaking

Wax and plastic cylinders:
mold growth, wear, breakage

Plastic belts: dictation,
monitoring (1940’s-60’s),
folds, cracks, wear
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What does the archive contain?
• Field recordings of linguistic, cultural, and
anthropological materials…
• Primary recordings of key artists, Caruso….
• Field recordings of sources which underlie
much of modern music, American and European
folk traditions…
• Speeches & spoken words of historical figures,
Queen Victoria, Churchill, Roosevelt…
• Early radio broadcasts (lacquers)…
• Live performances, events,….
• Early technical tests and experiments…
• Public and private dictation and monitoring
records, intelligence, Presidential sources,…
• Commercial record releases…
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Native American Collections
(partial list)
• Library of Congress
– Omaha Indian Music: collected by Alice Fletcher and Francis La
Flesche ~1897—99
– Francis Densmore recordings (Smithsonian)

• Indiana Univ. Archives of Traditional Music,
– Collection spans 1893—1938

• UC Berkeley Phoebe Hearst Museum
– recordings by A.Kroeber, >3000 items
– Linguistics collections

• University of Washington Libraries
– Pacific Northwest Native American Materials in the Melville Jacobs
Collection (and others)

• John Harrington
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Archives and collections now transfer recordings to
more stable and accessible formats using modern
stylus players and conservation protocols. Requires
contact to the media and audio professionals.
We study the use of new, optical measuring and
digital imaging methods to create a representation of
the complete record surface, on the computer, and
then “play” it with a virtual needle.
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Non-Contact Digital Imaging
•

•

Preservation
– Protects samples from further damage
– Repair existing damage and debris through digital “touch-up”
– Re-assemble broken samples
Access
– Offload many aspects of transfer to automated software
– Handle diverse formats

A “smart” copying machine for records
Micro-photograph of shellac disc:
A two dimensional image “2D”
can measure lateral grooves
Surface profile of a wax cylinder:
A three dimensional image “3D”
is required for vertical cut grooves
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2D Imaging
•Digital photography
•Limited information
•Fast

3D Imaging
•Requires confocal
Scanning or interferometry
•Full profile is measured
•Slow
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Projects Underway
• Concept was tested 2002-2003 leading to interest and
support from the Library of Congress and others.
• IRENE: a fast 2D optical scanner for disc records
– Digital access to the most common media + special formats
– Installed at the Library of Congress 8/2006

• 3D scans on “Edison” cylinders
– Preservation and restoration of early and damaged recordings
– Proposal to develop a 3D scanner for the Library of Congress

• 3D scans on plastic dictation belts
– Feasibility study for preservation transfers of damaged media
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I.R.E.N.E.
Image, Reconstruct, Erase Noise, Etc
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funded by NEH in 2005, installed at
Library of Congress 8/2006
1 year development and construction
Experimental “production” machine
and test-bed for future development
Emphasize throughput and diversity
(access), scan time ~10-15 minutes
Provide statistical measures of media
Currently under evaluation
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ΔR distribution

Time
Pixels = 104 KHz

Width across
groove bottom

Measure slope
at each point
(stylus velocity)

Average
Filter using ΔR<cut
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Goodnight Irene: Weavers 1950

stylus
IRENE
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Cylinder Scans
• Cylinder History 1877 –1930 (approx)
– 1877 Aluminum foil
– 1885 Soft wax for original recordings and dictation
– 1902 Hard wax molded, commercial
– 1908 Cellulose molded, commercial “Amberols”
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Sound Comparison
• The Holy City, composed by Stephen Adams,
The Edison and Skedden Mixed Quartet, Amberol 1601

• Stylus
• Optical
• Optical + filter + EQ
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Surface Damage = Sound Degradation
•Fungus growth on wax cylinders destroys the surface
•Recrystallization alters surface texture
•Impacts unique samples – early recordings, field work, dictation

A research priority for the Library of Congress and a focus of our on-going effort
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Ishi, regarded as the last survivor of the
Yahi tribe of No. California was recorded
extensively by UC Berkeley Anthropologist
Alfred Kroeber (circa 1915). This collection
is held at the UCB Phoebe Hearst Museum.

Sam Batwai, Alfred L. Kroeber, and Ishi
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Ishi at Deer Creek
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Prospects
• Disc scanning (IRENE) is under evaluation at the
Library of Congress now.
– Speed is practical for large scale processing
– Can address damaged or delicate disc media

• Cylinder (3D) scanning is an R&D effort at present
– New proposal, if funded, will help to move into more
practical use
– Speed will likely remain limited
– Can certainly be used to target specific items/collections
and special projects
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Optical Scanning: A general tool to preserve and
create access to recorded sound history
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